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A Review of the Watauga Real Estate Market 

Calendar Year 2022 

 

 Real estate markets are constantly in transition, ebbing and flowing with the number of 
properties on the market and the number of buyers ready to purchase.   2022’s transition has 
been away from the frenzied 2021 market to a cooling, more balanced environment.   
 

I’ll begin with highlights of the 2022 market. You will find greater detail in the following pages. 
 

þ  The number of home and land sales decreased in 2022 from 2021.  

þ  Nevertheless, both home and land values increased in 2022. 
 
þ  The land market remains in recession, though less so than last year, and far less than  
during the recession.    

þ  Still, a large inventory of land remains on the market, giving buyers the luxury of finding 
their dream land.   

þ  Buyers purchasing lots to build their dream prefer larger lots or small land tracts over 
small subdivision parcels. 

þ  Log cabins/mountain style homes in their various manifestations continue to be the most 
popular style.  

þ  The increase in asking price and sales value of new construction has increased  
significantly.  

þ  The Blowing Rock to Banner Elk corridor continues to be the most popular area and also 
shows the highest average priced home and land sales.   
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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN THE WATAUGA SINGLE FAMILY HOME MARKET? 

Like any market, real estate ebbs and flows.  The best way to gain a picture of what’s  
happening in the market is to look back at the previous year and discover how the market 
has been flowing.  The Odds of Selling graph provides significant information: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compare this with 2021:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Points: 

Currently, the odds of selling a home are better for owners:  69% compared to 63% a year 
ago. 

Less homes did NOT sell [withdrawn, expired, temporarily off the market] in 2022, compared 
to 2021. 

Less homes sold in 2022 than in 2021.  Slightly more homes are on the market at this time 
than a year ago.  Quite a few less homes are under contract.  Does that mean the market is 
cooling?  Perhaps, but there are other reasons that could mitigate a major change in the 
market.  Nationwide, our country continues to have a severe housing shortage.  The  
question is:  are less homes selling because less buyers want to buy?  Or, do buyers  
continue to want to buy but because less homes are on the market, can they not find the 
home they can afford and want to buy?  Only time will tell.  But, do review the stats below on 
the shortage of new homes in our market and the shortage of homes priced under $500K.  

 

 

Con nued next page 
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Of the 175 homes on the market: 

 

     

Not only are the number of homes for all buyers few to choose from, buyers looking for a  
moderately priced home have a very tough time finding a home...and need to act very quickly 
when one does come on the market.   

 

New home construction will not fill the gap. 

Number of new spec homes constructed in 2021: 

Priced under $300K     0  Built 

Priced $300K-$500K    3  Built, 1 Sold, 0 Active, 1 UC, 1 left the market unsold 

Priced $500K-1 mil   38  Built  13 sold, 8 active,4 UC, 14 left the market unsold 

Priced $1 mil+             52  Built   30 sold, 11 active 4 UC 9 left the market unsold 

 

Average asking price of new spec homes:  $1,410,000K….up from $896K  2021 
Average sales price:  $1,361,282K….up  from $858K from 2021 

 

Watauga County has one of the highest poverty rates in the United States.  The lowest priced 
new construction spec house was $325K, well out of range for most local residents.  This  
report addresses single family residences.  The condo/townhome market is so location- and 
function- specific I do not address it in this report.  I will add as a general overview:  25 new 
condos/townhomes were constructed in Watauga during 2023.  Those under $375K are 
around 1000 square feet,  a great size for retired or professional people but likely too small for 
a family.  Most are priced well above that. 
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HOW DID SALES DIFFER IN 2022 COMPARED TO 2021? 

HAS DeCREASED SALES AFFECTED THE VALUE OF HOMES? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For our area, a spike in 
sales in the summer 
months is common, with 
homes UC in the summer 
closing in early Fall, as 
both graphs attest. 

 

 

The number of sales in 
2022 did not drop  
drastically from 2021. 

 

However, the laws of 
supply and demand tell 
us when demand  
decreases and  
supply remains similar, 
prices fall.   

 

Did that happen? 
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HOW DID SALES DIFFER IN 2022 COMPARED TO 2021? 
These Time to Close Graphs Tell us Average Sales Value and 
Days to Close: 

 

 

 

 

 

The average time to sell 
increased slightly: 

89 days in 2021 

91 days in 2022 

 

However, the  
average sales value 
of homes increased: 

[$472,030 in 2020] 

$587,955 in 2021 

$692,918 in 2022 

 

That’s an increase of  
 $104,963 average sales 
value! An even larger in-
creased in value than 
from 2020 to 2021. 
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WHAT STYLES OF HOMES SOLD? 

HOW ARE STYLES CHANGING? 

 

Style   Number Sold   Number Built 2020 

Mountain   567     67 

Log    143       3 

Adirondack/Timberframe   37       2 

Traditional           
[Cottage, Craftsman, Farmhouse]   175      8 

Ranch     77       0 

Modular    27       1 

Round     1       0 

 

Some thoughts:  Because our market is primarily a second home market, buyers often  
express they want a ‘vacation’ style home, not a home like the year round homes they live in/
near.  Many, many buyers express they want a log home.  Because log homes tend to be  
expensive, buyers often are content to purchase the, generally speaking, less expensive 
‘mountain style.’  My conception of mountain style is stick built rather than log construction 
but, like log cabins, having a lot of wood inside and outside.   

Adirondack and timberframe homes share a lot of the feel of log cabins but are much more  
expensive to build and, thus, purchase.   

You can see from the sales stats buyers overwhelmingly want the log cabin feel for their  
vacation home.  The price range from mountain style to log to adirondack and timberframe 
gives them a choice that meets their financial ability. 

Craftsman, cottage — traditional homes — are obviously very popular, as well. 
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WHAT AREAS ARE MOST IN DEMAND?   

WHAT AREAS CARRY THE HIGHEST PRICES? 

HOMES: 

 

In all areas, the number sold and the average sales price increased, other than east of 
Boone. 

North of Boone 
55 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $444K 

Boone 
240 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $530K 

East of Boone 
45 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $362K 

Blowing Rock 
213 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $976K 

Banner Elk 
130 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $900K 

Beech Mountain 
130 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $900K 

Bethel 
13 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $530K 

Cove Creek/Mabel 
Zionville 
118 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $696K 

Valle Crucis 
32 Homes Sold 
Aver. Price $630K 
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How Does Square Footage Relate to Current Market Values? 
What Priced HOMES Are Currently on the Market? 
WHAT AREAS ARE MOST IN DEMAND for High End Homes?   

 

 

 

The red line in the graph to 
the left represents an  
approximate current market 
value [vertical axis] per 
square foot [horizontal  
axis]. Keep in mind, many 
other factors have to be 
taken into account to  
determine value for an  
individual home. 

 

 

 

The graph to the left  
depicts homes currently 
under contract [yellow dia-
monds] and actively on the 
market [green triangles]. 

 

 

 

The red flags on the left 
show the locations of 2022 
sales of homes over $1mil. 
Clearly, the most popular 
areas are what I’ve long 
termed ‘the Blowing Rock 
[through Valle Crucis] to 
Banner Elk Corridor.’ 

Valle Crucis 

Banner Elk 

Blowing Rock 
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THE HIGH COUNTRY LAND MARKET 

Sales through 2022 continued at a high per month sales rate.  2 to 3 times more parcels sold 
per month than during the long depressed land market from 2008 through 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The number of sales decreased in 2022.  However, enough sold from 2020 thru 2022 to  
decrease the active inventory from around 1500 parcels on the market to the current about 
1200.  That means better Offs of Selling for owners and less to choose from for buyers. 
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WHAT AREAS ARE MOST IN DEMAND?   

 

LAND: 

 

 

Key Point: The southwestern area of the county remains the most popular, an area I have 
come to refer to as the ‘Blowing Rock [through Valle Crucis] to Banner Elk corridor.’  That area 
is what 90% of my buyers start looking in. 

Banner Elk 
189 parcels sold 

Bethel 
15 parcels sold 

Mable/Cove Creek/
Zionville 
76 parcels sold 

Beech 
107 parcels sold Valle Crucis 

107 Lots Sold, Aver 68K 
16 acreage, Aver $17K 

North of Boone 
40 parcels sold 

East of Boone 
47 parcels sold 

Boone 
52 parcels sold 

Blowing Rock 
113 parcels sold 
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THE HIGH COUNTRY LAND MARKET 

In my estimation, that shows that buyer interest in purchasing property in the mountains  
remains very strong.  More land is available than homes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enough land is on the market that technically the land market is still in recession.  However, 
compare the 2021 Odds of Selling to 2021: 

Odds of Selling at 35% or 42% may seen low.  During the recession it wasn’t unusual to have 
around 3000 land parcels on the market, selling 20 to 30 per month, with Odds of Selling at 
1%!   

 

 

 

 

 

Parcel 

Parcels 
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CONCLUSIONS AND MY CRYSTAL BALL PREDICTIONS: 

 

 

 

þ  Home values have increased significantly.  

þ  Land sales remain strong, yet buyers have the luxury of hundreds of parcels to sift 
through to find their heart’s dream property. 

þ  What buyers have to choose from in single family homes:  A very small inventory of 
‘affordable’ homes and those tend to need repairs and remodeling.  The market is very top 
heavy with homes above $500K. 

þ  With new homes — averaging $1.4K mil in asking price and average sales price at $1.2L 
mil — out of reach of most buyers and  with less and older existing homes to choose from, 
more buyers are turning to purchasing land to build. 

þ  The signs are that the Watauga market is moving toward a more balanced market, albeit 
with values significantly higher than even 2 years ago.  As a realtor and for my buyers, a sigh 
of relief has been in order that we seem to be past the frenzy of multiple offers  and most over 
price as the very frequent experience of 2021.  

þ  Will the higher prices and higher interests rates result in a stagnant 2023?  National  
predictions indicate they won’t.  This slowing market is very different than the situation in 
2008. Time will tell.  2023 will be an interesting year to follow. 

  

 

Stay tuned for monthly updates.  I post them on my CoeRealty.com blog and my Coe  
Realty facebook page. 
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Please let me remind you that this overview of the Watauga Market in 2022 
is a broad look at current market conditions.  A real estate market is  
comprised of many small markets.  This overview is not a sound estimate 
of the current value of your home or land.   

 

I’m always happy to provide you a correct market evaluation of your  
property to help you understand how your property falls within the overall 
market.  Please do not feel you would like to ask me to do that only if you 
have selling in mind.  A real estate property is often the major investment 
for many Americans.  I believe it’s important for you to understand the  
current value of your property, as well as how market conditions are  
affecting its value, for your own peace of mind and to more fully  
understand your financial stability.  Few things would make me more  
happy than to know I’m your trusted advisor in real estate matters, just as 
your physician is for your health or your financial advisor for your I 
nvestments.  I hope you will readily call on me whenever you have  
questions.  It is always my pleasure to assist you. 

 

If this overview raises questions or concerns for you, I am delighted to  
address them. 

 

My Warmest Regards, 

Helen 
Helen L Phillips  CRS  ABR  ePRO  Ninja Trained Realtor 
Coe Realty  Broker/Owner 
PO Box 3397, Boone NC  28607 
Best Number  828.264.1434 
Cell/Texting   828.964.1601 
Email  Helen@HelenLPhillips 


